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Abstract 
We evaluate European financial options under continuous cumulative prospect theory. Within 
this framework, it is possible to model investors’ attitude toward risk, which may be one of the 
possible causes of mispricing. We focus on probability risk attitudes and consider alternative 
probability weighting functions. In particular, curvature of the weighting function models 
optimism and pessimism when one moves from extreme probabilities, whereas elevation can 
be interpreted as a measure of relative optimism. The constant relative sensitivity weighting 
function is the only one, amongst those in the literature, which is able to model separately 
curvature and elevation. We are interested in studying the effects of both these features on 
options prices. 
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1 Introduction
Prospect theory has recently begun to attract attention in the literature on finan-
cial options valuation; when applied to option pricing in its continuous cumula-
tive version, it seems a promising alternative to other models, for its potential to
explain option mispricing with respect to theoretical Black and Scholes prices.
Empirical studies on quoted options highlight systematic differences between the
market prices and the Black and Scholes model; this may be due to different
causes, such as assumptions regarding the price dynamics (volatility, in particu-
lar), markets frictions, information imperfections, and investors’ attitude toward
risk. Normally one tries to improve the performance of models considering more
complex dynamics for the prices of the underlying assets, but leaving unchanged
decision maker’s preferences. An alternative approach is to price options consid-
ering behavioral aspects of the operators.
According to prospect theory, individuals do not always take their decisions
consistently with the maximization of expected utility. Decision makers are risk
averse when considering gains and risk-seeking with respect to losses. They are
loss averse: people are much more sensitive to losses than they are to gains of
comparable magnitude. Gambles are evaluated based on potential gains and losses
relative to a reference point, rather than in terms of final wealth. Decision makers
tend to underweight high probabilities and overweight low probabilities1. Risk
attitude, loss aversion and subjective probabilities are described by two functions:
a value function and a weighting function, which models probability perception.
Shiller (1999) argues that the weighting function may be one of the possible
causes of overpricing of out-of-the-money and in-the-money options, thus it may
explain the options smile. This phenomenon could be explained in terms of the
distortion in probabilities represented by the weighting function: due to the over-
estimation of small probabilities and underestimation of medium and large proba-
bilities. The weighting function might even explain the down-turned corners that
some smiles exhibit if at these extremes the discontinuities at the extremes of the
weighting function become relevant (Shiller, 1999).
1Kahneman and Tversky (1979) provide empirical evidence of such behaviors.
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The literature on behavioral finance2 and prospect theory is huge, whereas a
few studies in this field focus on financial options. A first contribution which
applies prospect theory to options valuation is the work of Shefrin and Statman
(1993), who consider covered call options in a one period binomial model. A list
of paper on this topic should include: Poteshman and Serbin (2003), Abbink and
Rockenbach (2006), Breuer and Perst (2007), and more recently Versluis et al.
(2010). Following this direction, Nardon and Pianca (2013) apply the cumulative
prospect theory in the continuous case in order to evaluate European plain vanilla
options, extending the model of Versluis et al. (2010) to the European put option;
the authors also consider both the positions of the writer and the holder.
In this contribution, we focus on the effects on European option prices of the
probability weighting function. Such a function models probabilistic risk behav-
ior; its curvature is related to the risk attitude towards probabilities. Empirical
evidence suggests a particular shape of probability weighting functions which
turns out in a typical inverse-S shape: the function is initially concave (proba-
bilistic risk seeking or optimism) for small probabilities and convex (probabilistic
risk aversion or pessimism) for medium and large probabilities. A linear weight-
ing function describes probabilistic risk neutrality or objective sensitivity towards
probabilities, which characterizes Expected Utility. Empirical findings indicate
that the intersection between the weighting function and the linear function (ele-
vation) is for probability around 0.33. Curvature of the weighting function models
optimism and pessimism when one moves from extreme probabilities, whereas
elevation can be interpreted as a measure of relative optimism. The constant rel-
ative sensitivity weighting function proposed by Abdellaoui et al. (2010) is the
only one, amongst those in the literature, which is able to model separately curva-
ture and elevation. We are interested in studying the effects of both these features
on options prices.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 synthesizes the main
features of prospect theory. Section 3 focuses on the probability weighting func-
tion. Section 4 present the option pricing models under continuous CPT. In Sec-
tion 5 numerical results are provided and discussed. Section 6 concludes.
2 Prospect Theory
Prospect theory3 (PT), in its formulation proposed by Kahnemann and Tversky
(1979), is based on the subjective evaluation of prospects. Prospects assign to
any possible outcome xi a probability pi; originally PT deals only with a limited
2See e.g. Barberis and Thaler (2003) and Subrahmanyam (2007) for a survey
3See the book of Wakker (2010) for a thorough treatment on prospect theory.
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set of prospects. Let P denote the set of all prospects, a preference relation is
introduced overP .
With a finite set of potential future outcomes X = {x1,x2, . . . ,xn}, a prospect
is a vector4
(∆x1, p1; ∆x2, p2; . . . ; ∆xn, pn)
of pairs (∆xi, pi), i = 1,2, . . . ,n. Assume ∆xi ≤ ∆x j for i < j, i, j = 1,2, . . . ,n,
and ∆xi ≤ 0 (i= 1,2, . . . ,k) and ∆xi > 0 (i= k+1, . . . ,n).
Outcome ∆xi is defined relative to a certain reference point x∗; being xi the
absolute outcome, we have ∆xi = xi− x∗. An important difference between Ex-
pected Utility (EU) and PT is that in the former results are evaluated considering
the final wealth, whereas in the latter results are evaluated through a value func-
tion v which considers only outcomes. In many applications, zero is taken as a
reference point. Later, in order to simplify the notation, it will be convenient to
write xi instead of ∆xi for the outcomes, but still considering outcomes interpreted
as deviations from a reference point.
A value function alone is not able to capture the full complexity of observed
behaviors: the degree of risk aversion or risk seeking appears to depend not only
on the value of the outcomes but also on the probability and ranking of outcome.
Subjective values v(∆xi) are not multiplied by objective probabilities pi, but using
decision weights πi = w(pi).
The shape of the value function and the weighting function becomes signif-
icant in describing actual choice patterns. It is also relevant to separate gains
from losses, as negative and positive outcomes may be evaluated differently: the
function v is typically convex in the range of losses and concave and steeper in
the range of gains; whereas subjective probabilities may be evaluated through a
weighting function w− for losses and w+ for gains, respectively.
Let us denote with ∆xi, for −m ≤ i < 0 negative outcomes and with ∆xi, for
0 < i ≤ n positive outcomes, with ∆xi ≤ ∆x j for i < j. Subjective value of a
prospect is displayed as follows:
V =
n
∑
i=−m
πi · v(∆xi) , (1)
with decision weights πi and values v(∆xi). In the case of EU, the weights are
πi = pi and the utility function in not based on relative outcomes.
Cumulative prospect theory (CPT) developed by Tversky and Kahnemann
(1992) overcomes some drawbacks (such as violation of stochastic dominance)
of the original PT. In CPT, decision weights πi are differences in transformed
4Infinitely many outcomes may also be considered. See Schmeidler (1989).
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Figure 1: Value function (3) with parameters λ = 2.25 and a= b= 0.88
(through a weighting function) cumulative probabilities of gains or losses. For-
mally,
πi =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
w−(p−m) i=−m
w−
(
∑ij=−m p j
)
−w−
(
∑i−1j=−m p j
)
i=−m+1, . . . ,−1
w+
(
∑nj=i p j
)
−w+
(
∑nj=i+1 p j
)
i= 0, . . . ,n−1
w+(pn) i= n.
(2)
Specific parametric forms have been suggested for the value function; some
examples are reported in Table 1. Let x be an outcome, a function which is used
in many empirical studies is
v− =−λ (−x)b x< 0,
v+ = xa x≥ 0, (3)
with positive parameters which control risk attitude (0< a≤ 1 and 0< b≤ 1) and
loss aversion (λ ≥ 1); v− and v+ denote the value function for losses and gains,
respectively. Function (3) has zero as reference point; it is concave for positive
outcomes and convex for negative outcomes, it is steeper for losses. Parameters
values equal to one imply risk and loss neutrality. Figure 1 shows an example of
the value function defined by (3).
In financial applications, and in particular when dealing with options, prospects
may involve a continuum of values; hence, prospect theory cannot be applied di-
rectly in its original or cumulative versions. Davis and Satchell (2007) provide
4
Table 1: Alternative value functions
Linear v(x) = x
Logarithmic v(x) = ln(a+ x)
Power v(x) = xa
Quadratic v(x) = ax− x2
Exponential v(x) = 1− e−ax
Bell v(x) = bx− e−ax
HARA v(x) =−(b+ x)a
the continuous cumulative prospect value:
V =
∫ 0
−∞
Ψ−[F(x)] f (x)v−(x)dx+
∫ +∞
0
Ψ+[1−F(x)] f (x)v+(x)dx, (4)
where Ψ= dw(p)dp is the derivative of the weighting function w with respect to the
probability variable, F is the cumulative distribution function (cdf) and f is the
probability density function (pdf) of the outcomes.
3 The weighting function
Prosect theory involves a probability weighting function which models proba-
bilistic risk behavior. A weighting function w is uniquely determined, it maps the
probability interval [0,1] into [0,1], and is strictly increasing, with w(0) = 0 and
w(1) = 1. In this work we will assume continuity of w on [0,1], even thought in
the literature discontinuous weighting functions are also considered.
The curvature of the weighting function is related to the risk attitude to-
wards probabilities. Empirical evidence suggests a particular shape of probability
weighting functions: small probabilities are overweighted w(p)> p, whereas in-
dividuals tend to underestimate large probabilities w(p) < p. This turns out in
a typical inverse-S shaped weighting function: the function is initially concave
(probabilistic risk seeking or optimism) for probabilities in the interval (0, p∗),
and convex (probabilistic risk aversion or pessimism) in the interval (p∗,1), for a
certain value of p∗. A linear weighting function describes probabilistic risk neu-
trality or objective sensitivity towards probabilities, which characterizes Expected
Utility. Empirical findings indicate that the intersection (elevation) between the
weighting function and the 45 degrees line, w(p) = p, is for p∗ in the interval
(0.3,0.4).
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The sensitivity towards probability is increased if5
w(p)
p
> 1, p ∈ (0,δ ) and 1−w(p)
1− p > 1, p ∈ (1− ε,1),
for some arbitrary small δ > 0 and ε > 0.
A weighting functions exhibits decreased sensitivity if
w(p)
p
< 1, p ∈ (0,δ ) and 1−w(p)
1− p < 1, p ∈ (1− ε,1),
for some arbitrary small δ > 0 and ε > 0.
Some weighting functions6 display extreme sensitivity, in the sense w(p)/p
and (1−w(p))/(1− p) are unbounded as p tends to 0 and 1, respectively.
As already noticed, empirical studies on probability perception suggest the
typical inverse-S shaped form forw, which combines the increased sensitivity with
concavity for small probabilities and convexity for medium and large probabili-
ties. In particular, such a function captures the fact that individuals are extremely
sensitive to changes in (cumulative) probabilities which approach to 0 and 1. Ab-
dellaoui et al. (2010) discuss how optimism and pessimism are possible sources
of increased sensitivity.
Different parametric forms for the weighting function with the above men-
tioned features have been proposed in the literature, and their parameters have
been estimated in many empirical studies. Single parameter probability weighting
functions are those proposed by Karmarkar (1978, 1979), Rell (1987), Currim and
Sarin (1989), Tversky and Kahneman (1992), Luce et al. (1993), Hey and Orme
(1994), Prelec (1998), Safra and Segal (1998), and Luce (2000). Two (or more)
parameters probability weighting functions have been proposed by Bell (1985),
Goldstein and Einhorn (1987), Currim and Sarin (1989), Lattimore et al. (1992),
Wu and Gonzales (1996), Prelec (1998), Diecidue et al. (2009), and Abdellaoui
et al. (2010). Some examples are reported in Table 2.
Tversky and Kahneman (1992) use the Quiggin’s (1982) functional of the form
w(p) = p
γ
(pγ+(1−p)γ )1/γ , (5)
where γ is a positive constant (with some constraint in order to have an increasing
function). Note that w(0) = 0 and w(1) = 1. The parameter γ captures the degree
of sensitivity toward changes in probabilities from impossibility (zero probability)
to certainty (Tversky and Kahneman, 1992). When γ < 1, one obtains the typical
5See Abdellaoui et al. (2010).
6E.g. the functions suggested by Goldstein and Einhorn (1987), Tversky and Kahneman
(1992) and Prelec (1998).
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Table 2: Alternative probability weighting functions
Linear w(p) = α p+β , w(0) = 0, w(1) = 1
Power w(p) = pγ
Karmarkar (1978) w(p) = p
γ
pγ+(1−p)γ
Goldstein and Einhorn (1987) w(p) = δ p
γ
δ pγ+(1−p)γ
Tversky and Kahneman (1992) w(p) = p
γ
(pγ+(1−p)γ )1/γ
Wu and Gonzales (1996) w(p) = p
γ
(pγ+(1−p)γ )δ
Prelec (1998) w(p) = e−δ (− ln p)γ
Prelec-single parameter w(p) = e−(− ln p)γ
inverse-S shaped form; the lower the parameter, the higher is the curvature of the
function.
Considering function (5), in equation (4) we have:
Ψ= dw(p)
dp
= γ pγ−1
[
pγ +(1− p)γ]−1/γ−
− pγ[pγ−1− (1− p)γ−1][pγ +(1− p)γ]−(γ+1)/γ . (6)
Prelec (1998) suggests a two parameter function of the form
w(p) = e−δ (− ln p)
γ
, p ∈ (0,1), (7)
with w(0) = 0 and w(1) = 1. The parameter δ (with 0< δ < 1) governs elevation
of the weighting function relative to the 45o line, while γ (with γ > 0) governs
curvature and the degree of sensitivity to extreme results relative to medium prob-
ability outcomes. When γ < 1, one obtains the inverse-S shaped function. In this
model, the parameter δ influences the tendency of over- or under-weighting the
probabilities, but it has no direct meaning.
As an alternative, we also consider the more parsimonious single parameter
Prelec’s weighting function
w(p) = exp [−(− ln p)γ ] , p ∈ (0,1), (8)
which only allows for curvature to be varied. Note that in this case, the unique
solution of equation w(p) = p for p ∈ (0,1) is p= 1/e≃ 0.367879 and does not
depend on the parameter γ .
For function (7) one easily obtains
Ψ(p) = δγp (− ln p)γ−1e−δ (− ln p)
γ
. (9)
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Figure 2: Weighting function (5) for different values of the parameter γ . As γ
approaches the value 1, the w tends to the linear function
Figures 2 and 3 show some examples of weighting functions defined by (5)
and (8) for different values of the parameters. As the parameters tend to the value
1, the weight tends to the objective probability and the function w approaches the
45o line. One can assume different parameters for probabilities when the outcome
is in the domain of gains or losses.
In their empirical study, Wu and Gonzales (1999) consider both the Prelec
(1998) weighting function and the linear in log odds function proposed by Gold-
stein and Einhorn (1987),
w(p) =
δ pγ
δ pγ +(1− p)γ , (10)
and used in a variant functional form by Lattimore et al. (1992). Function (10) has
also been used by Tversky and Fox (1995), Birnbaum and McIntosh (1996), and
Kilka and Weber (2001). The weighting function proposed by Karmarkar (1978,
1979) is the special case of (10) with δ = 1.
An interesting parametric function is the switch-power weighting function7
proposed by Diecidue et al. (2009), which consists in a power function for proba-
bilities below a certain value pˆ∈ (0,1) and a dual power function for probabilities
above pˆ; formally w is defined as follows:
w(p) =
{
cpa if 0≤ p≤ pˆ,
1−d(1− p)b if pˆ< p≤ 1, (11)
7Diecidue et al. (2009) provide preference foundation for such a family of parametric weight-
ing functions and inverse-S shape under rank dependent utility (RDU) based on testable preference
conditions.
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Figure 3: Prelec’s weighting function (8) for different values of the parameter γ
with five parameters a, b, c, d, and pˆ. All the parameters are strictly positive,
assuming continuity and monotonicity of w. When pˆ approaches 1 or 0, w reduces
to a power or a dual power probability weighting function, respectively.
Parameters reduce to three (a, b, and pˆ) by assuming continuity of w(p) at pˆ
and differentiability. Hence one obtains
c= pˆ1−a
(
bpˆ
bpˆ+a(1− pˆ)
)
, (12)
and
d = (1− pˆ)−b
(
a(1− pˆ)
bpˆ+a(1− pˆ)
)
. (13)
For a,b ≤ 1, the function w is concave on (0, pˆ) and convex on ( pˆ,1) (hence
it has an inverse-S shaped form), while for a,b ≥ 1 the weighting function in
convex for p < pˆ and concave for p > pˆ (hence it has an S-shaped form). Both
parameters a and b govern the curvature of w when a ̸= b. In particular, parameter
a describes probabilistic risk attitude for small probabilities; whereas parameter
b describes probabilistic risk attitude for medium and large probabilities. In the
case when a ̸= b, parameter pˆ, which signals the point where probabilistic risk
attitudes change from risk aversion to risk seeking (in the case of an inverse-
S shaped weighting function), may not lie on the 45o line, hence it has not the
meaning of dividing the region of over- and under-weighting of the probability.
When a= b, then w intersects the 45o line at pˆ. In such a case, one obtains the
following two parameter probability weighting function
w(p) =
{
pˆ1−apa if 0≤ p≤ pˆ,
1− (1− pˆ)1−a(1− p)a if pˆ< p≤ 1. (14)
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This is the same form as the constant relative sensitivity weighting function con-
sidered by Abdellaoui et al. (2010). Parameter pˆ separates the regions of over-
and under-weighting of probabilities.
Abdellaoui et al. (2010) propose the family of weighting functions of the form
w(p) =
{
δ 1−γ pγ if 0≤ p≤ δ ,
1− (1−δ )1−γ(1− p)γ if δ < p≤ 1, (15)
with γ > 0 and δ ∈ [0,1]. For γ < 1 and 0 < δ < 1 it has an inverse-S shape.
The derivative of w at δ equals γ; this parameter controls for the curvature of
the weighting function. The parameter δ indicates whether the interval for over-
weighting probabilities is larger than the interval for underweighting, and there-
fore controls for the elevation. Hence, such a family of weighting functions allows
for a separate modeling of these two features.
Remember that a convex weighting function characterizes probabilistic risk
aversion and a concave weighting function characterizes probabilistic risk prone-
ness8. Then the role of δ is to demarcate the interval of probability risk seeking
from the interval of probability risk aversion9. In such a case, overweighting cor-
responds to risk seeking (or optimism) and underweighting corresponds to risk
proneness (or pessimism). Elevation represents the relative strength of optimism
vs. pessimism, hence it is a measure of relative optimism, and δ may be inter-
preted as an index of relative optimism.
The intersection between the weighting function and the 45 degrees line, w(p)=
p, is for p in the interval (0.3,0.4). Gonzales and Wu (1999) and Abdellaoui et al.
(2010) find that the weighting function is more elevated for losses than for gains.
In Abdellaoui et al. (2010) the relative index of optimism for gains δ+ is lower
than the relative index of pessimism for losses δ−.
Curvature is a measure of the degree of sensitivity to changes from impossi-
bility to possibility (Tversky and Kahneman, 1992), it represents the diminishing
effect of optimism and pessimism when moving away from extreme probabilities
0 and 1. Hence parameter γ , controlling for curvature, measures relative sensi-
tivity of the weighting function. This suggests an interpretation for the parameter
γ as a measure of relative risk aversion. The index of relative sensitivity (see
8A linear weighting function characterizes probabilistic risk neutrality.
9This is not the case for weighting function (11); when a ̸= b, both parameters controls for
curvature and all parameters may influence elevation.
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Abellaoui et al., 2010) of w as defined in (15) is
RS(w, p) =−
p∂
2w(p)
∂ p2
∂w(p)
∂ p
for p ∈ (0,δ ],
RS(w, p) =−
(1− p)∂ 2(1−w(p))∂ (1−p)2
∂ (1−w(p))
∂ (1−p)
for p ∈ (δ ,1),
(16)
which is constant on the interval (0, 1) and equals 1− γ . For this reason, prob-
ability functions of the form (15) are called constant relative sensitivity (CRS)
weighting functions.
Gonzales andWu (1999) discuss the importance of modeling curvature and el-
evation independently, providing psychological interpretation. To our knowledge,
the functional form in (15) is the only one, amongst those in the literature, which
is able to capture separately the effects of curvature and elevation.
4 European options valuation
We evaluate European financial options within continuous CPT; in particular, in
the applications we use the CRS weighting function defined in the previous sec-
tion.
Versluis et al. (2010) provide the prospect value of writing call options, con-
sidering different time aggregation of the results. Their results are extended to the
case of put options in Nardon and Pianca (2013); the authors also consider the
problem both from the writer’s and holder’s perspective.
Let St be the price at time t (with t ∈ [0,T ]) of the underlying asset of a Eu-
ropean option with maturity T ; in a Black-Scholes setting, the underlying price
dynamics is driven by a geometric Brownian motion. Let c be the call option pre-
mium with strike price X . At time t = 0, the option’s writer receives c and can
invest the premium at the risk-free rate r, obtaining cerT . At maturity, he has to
pay the amount ST −X if the option expires in-the-money.
Considering zero as a reference point (status quo), the prospect value of the
writer’s position in the time segregated case is
Vs = v+
(
cerT
)
+
∫ +∞
X
Ψ− (1−F(x)) f (x)v− (X− x) dx , (17)
with f and F being the pdf and the cdf10 of the future underlying price ST , and v
10The probability density function (pdf) of the underlying price at maturity ST is
f (x) = 1
xσ
√
2πT exp
(
−[ln(x/S0)−(µ−σ2/2)T ]2
2σ2T
)
, (18)
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is defined as in (3).
In equilibrium, we equate Vs at zero and solve for the price c:
c= e−rT
(
λ
∫ +∞
X
Ψ− (1−F(x)) f (x)(x−X)b dx
)1/a
, (20)
which requires numerical approximation of the integral.
When considering the time aggregated prospect value, one obtains
Va = w+ (F(X))v+
(
cerT
)
+
+
∫ X+c exp(rT )
X
Ψ+ (F(x)) f (x)v+ (c exp(rT )− (x−X)) dx+
+
∫ +∞
X+c exp(rT )
Ψ− (1−F(x)) f (x)v− (c exp(rT )− (x−X)) dx.
(21)
In this latter case, the option price in equilibrium has to be determined numeri-
cally.
In order to obtain the value of a European put option, we can no longer use
put-call parity arguments. Let p be the put option premium at time t = 0; the
prospect value of the writer’s position in the time segregated case is
Vs = v+
(
perT
)
+
∫ X
0
Ψ− (F(x)) f (x)v− (x−X) dx , (22)
and one obtains
p= e−rT
(
λ
∫ X
0
Ψ− (F(x)) f (x)(X− x)b dx
)1/a
. (23)
In the time aggregated case the put option value is implicitly defined equating
at zero the following expression
Va =
∫ X−perT
0
Ψ− (F(x)) f (x)v−
(
perT − (X− x)) dx+
+
∫ X
X−perT
Ψ+ (1−F(x)) f (x)v+ (perT − (X− x)) dx+
+w+ (1−F(X)) v+ (perT) ,
(24)
which has to be solved numerically for p.
where µ and σ > 0 are constants, and the cumulative distribution function (cdf) is
F(x) =Φ
(
ln(x/S0)−(µ−σ2/2)T
σ
√
T
)
, (19)
where Φ(·) is the cdf of a standard Gaussian random variable.
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4.1 Option valuation from holder’s perspective
When one considers the problem from the holder’s viewpoint, the prospect values
both in the time segregated and aggregated cases changes. Holding zero as refer-
ence point, the prospect value of the holder’s position for a call option in the time
segregated case is
Vhs = v
− (−cerT)+∫ +∞
X
Ψ+ (1−F(x)) f (x)v+ ((x−X)) dx , (25)
with f and F being the pdf and the cdf defined in (18) and (19) of the future
underlying price ST , and v is defined as in (3).
We equate Vhs at zero and solve for the price c, obtaining:
chs = e
−rT
(
1
λ
∫ +∞
X
Ψ+ (1−F(x)) f (x)(x−X)a dx
)1/b
. (26)
In the time aggregated case, the prospect value has the following integral rep-
resentation:
Vha = w
− (F(X))v−
(−cerT)+
+
∫ X+c exp(rT )
X
Ψ− (F(x)) f (x)v− ((x−X)− c exp(rT )) dx+
+
∫ +∞
X+c exp(rT )
Ψ+ (1−F(x)) f (x)v+ ((x−X)− c exp(rT )) dx.
(27)
In order to obtain the call option price in equilibrium, one has to solve numerically
for c.
In an analogous way one can derive the put option prospect values for the
holder’s position. In the segregated case the prospect value is
Vhs = v
− (−perT)+∫ X
0
Ψ+ (F(x)) f (x)v+ ((X− x)) dx . (28)
Equating at zero and solving for the price p, one obtains
phs = e
−rT
(
1
λ
∫ X
0
Ψ+ (F(x)) f (x)(X− x)a dx
)1/b
. (29)
Finally, in the time aggregated setting, the prospect value from holder’s view-
point is In the time aggregated case, the prospect value has the following integral
representation:
Vha = w
− (1−F(X))v− (−perT )+
+
∫ X
X−p exp(rT )
Ψ− (1−F(x)) f (x)v− ((X− x)− p exp(rT )) dx+
+
∫ X−p exp(rT )
0
Ψ+ (F(x)) f (x)v+ ((X− x)− p exp(rT )) dx.
(30)
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The put option value is implicitly defined by the equation Vha = 0.
5 Results and sensitivity analysis
In this contribution, we perform a wide sensitivity analysis on call and put options
values considered from writer’s perspective, computed with the models presented
in the previous section. We have calculated the options prices both in the time
segregated and aggregated case. We applied alternative weighting functions and,
in particular, we report the results for the CRS weighting function (15) proposed
by Abdellaoui et al. (2010).
We let vary the parameters γ ∈ [0.7, 1.0] and δ ∈ [0.3, 0.4], considering also
different sensitivity to probability risk for positive and negative outcomes (γ+ ̸=
γ− and δ+ ̸= δ−). For the value function, we compared different parameters
sets, ranging from TK sentiment (see Tversky and Kahnemann, 1992) to more
moderate sentiment; a linear function (with a= b= 1 and λ = 1) is considered as
a limiting case (no sentiment). We computed the option prices for several values
of the volatility and the strike price X . The choice of the values of the parameters
γ+ and γ− is motivated in order to obtain realistic option prices. TK sentiment
parameters yield too high options prices, in particular in the segregated case11;
10% and 20% of the TK sentiment yield results more in line with market prices.
The choice of δ is suggested by empirical evidence, as noticed above.
It is worth noting that, when we set µ = r, a = b = 1, λ = 1, and γ = 1, we
obtain the same results as in the Black-Scholes (BS) model.
Numerical results suggest that option prices are increasing with δ (elevation)
within the interval [0.3, 0.4]; prices increase at a decreasing rate12; the effect is
more important the lower is γ (the higher the curvature).
The effect of γ (curvature) is non-trivial, depending on the moneyness and
the model (time-aggregated or segregated) which is used. In particular, in the
time-aggregated model (writer’s perspective), option prices are decreasing with
respect to γ; in the time-segregated model (writer’s perspective), option prices are
decreasing with respect to γ , with the exception of deep-in-the-money calls and
puts.
Tables 3–8 report the results for the European calls and puts in the time-
aggregated models, from writer’s perspective, for different strikes and elevation.
11See Versluis et al. (2010) and Nardon and Pianca (2013).
12Note that this is true with some rare exceptions, which may be due to possible round-off
errors in the numerical procedure applied in order to approximate the integrals and to numerically
solve the equations presented in the previous section.
Another exception is the case of deep-in-the-money puts, from holder’s perspective, as highlighted
in Table 14
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Figure 4: Sensitivity of the call (left) and put (right) option prices (writer’s po-
sition in the time-aggregated model) to the curvature of the probability weight-
ing function, γ ∈ [0.7,1.0], with δ = 0.325. BS is the Black-Scholes price (with
γ = 1, a= b= 1, and λ = 1). The option parameters are: S0 = 100, X ∈ [80, 120],
r= 0.01, σ = 0.2, T = 1; the parameters of the value function are: a= b= 0.976,
and λ = 1.125
Similar results are obtained in the time-segregated model, but are not reported in
the paper. Here we focus on the effect of elevation. In these examples, the param-
eters of the value function a, b and λ are fixed; we assume moderate sensitivity of
the value function. We consider δ+ = δ− and γ+ = γ−. The parameter δ is let-
ting vary in the interval [0.3, 0.4]. As regards the parameter γ , we calculate option
prices for a wide interval ranging from γ = 0.7 (which is closer to the value used
by Tversky and Kahnemann, 1992) to γ = 1 (in this latter case the only effect of
the value function applies). We observe that for lower values of γ , options prices
deviates sensitively from Black-Scholes prices.
Tables 9–14 report the results for the European calls and puts in the time-
aggregated models, from holder’s perspective, for different strikes and elevation.
Figure 4 shows some results for the call and put options in the time-aggregated
model; in these cases, option premia are decreasing with curvature. Note that
writer’s prices are always above BS prices13.
13This is not the case when we consider holder’s perspective. If one considers the pricing
problem both from the writer’s and holder’s perspective, it is possible to obtain an interval for the
prices of call and put options for certain values of the sentiment parameters which are of practical
interest. Balck-Scholes price lies in the interval bounded by the holder’s price from below and the
writer’s price from above. The range of such an interval depends on the value of the parameters
which govern investor’s sentiment (attitude toward risk and loss aversion and probability bias).
More moderate sentiment implies smaller estimate intervals.
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6 Concluding remarks
In this contribution we applied the constant relative sensitivity weighting function
proposed by Abdellaoui et al. (2010), within the framework of CPT in its contin-
uous version, to price European options. The CRS weighting function allow for
separate modeling of curvature and elevation, which have an interesting interpre-
tation in terms of probabilistic optimism and pessimism. We performed a number
of numerical experiments in order to study the effect of curvature and elevation
on option prices.
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Table 3: Sensitivity of the call option prices (writer’s position in the aggregated
model) to the elevation of the weighting function, for different values of γ (cur-
vature), with γ+ = γ−. Parameters of the value function: a = b = 0.976, and
λ = 1.125. Option parameters: S0 = 100, X ∈ [80, 120], r= 0.01, σ = 0.2, T = 1.
BS is the Black-Scholes price with γ = 1, a= b= 1, and λ = 1
γ X BS δ = 0.3 δ = 0.325 δ = 0.35 δ = 0.375 δ = 0.4
80 21.863306 24.861584 24.923291 24.974970 25.017342 25.051069
90 14.192920 17.484446 17.573262 17.647340 17.708431 17.760472
0.7 100 8.433319 11.576634 11.681723 11.774326 11.855848 11.927408
110 4.610115 7.238857 7.334244 7.420773 7.499478 7.571065
120 2.340649 4.311143 4.383860 4.450910 4.512931 4.570532
80 21.863306 24.363985 24.412815 24.453852 24.487621 24.514551
90 14.192920 16.906403 16.978012 17.037933 17.087182 17.127181
0.75 100 8.433319 10.991237 11.076160 11.150956 11.216763 11.274468
110 4.610115 6.715597 6.791161 6.859693 6.921994 6.978708
120 2.340649 3.889247 3.945155 3.996691 4.044361 4.088572
80 21.863306 23.933953 23.971090 24.002404 24.028263 24.048956
90 14.192920 16.399516 16.455020 16.501542 16.539773 16.570767
0.8 100 8.433319 10.476298 10.542324 10.600456 10.651570 10.696350
110 4.610115 6.258459 6.316063 6.368287 6.415754 6.458992
120 2.340649 3.526005 3.567396 3.605515 3.640748 3.673406
80 21.863306 23.559569 23.586259 23.608502 23.627080 23.642001
90 14.192920 15.951804 15.992142 16.026031 16.053917 16.076425
0.85 100 8.433319 10.020030 10.068253 10.110690 10.147981 10.180630
110 4.610115 5.855977 5.897232 5.934653 5.968584 5.999493
120 2.340649 3.210706 3.239504 3.265993 3.290452 3.313108
80 21.863306 23.231494 23.246752 23.262619 23.274666 23.284062
90 14.192920 15.553823 15.579896 15.601702 15.619949 15.634517
0.9 100 8.433319 9.613175 9.644532 9.672116 9.696345 9.717579
110 4.610115 5.499174 5.525487 5.549318 5.570961 5.590649
120 2.340649 2.935039 2.952883 2.969278 2.984433 2.998391
80 21.863306 22.942305 22.950338 22.957170 22.962866 22.967472
90 14.192920 15.198026 15.210766 15.221380 15.230157 15.237244
0.95 100 8.433319 9.248181 9.263653 9.277121 9.288944 9.299281
110 4.610115 5.180922 5.193530 5.204942 5.215301 5.224721
120 2.340649 2.692457 2.700765 2.708388 2.715410 2.721901
80 21.863306 22.686044 22.686044 22.686044 22.686044 22.686044
90 14.192920 14.878309 14.878309 14.878309 14.878309 14.878309
1 100 8.433319 8.919549 8.919549 8.919549 8.919549 8.919549
110 4.610115 4.895488 4.895488 4.895488 4.895488 4.895488
120 2.340649 2.477741 2.477741 2.477741 2.477741 2.477741
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Table 4: Sensitivity of the call option prices (writer’s position in the aggregated
model) to the elevation of the weighting function, for different values of γ (cur-
vature), with γ+ = γ−. Parameters of the value function: a = b = 0.988, and
λ = 1.125. Option parameters: S0 = 100, X ∈ [80, 120], r= 0.01, σ = 0.2, T = 1.
BS is the Black-Scholes price with γ = 1, a= b= 1, and λ = 1
γ X BS δ = 0.3 δ = 0.325 δ = 0.35 δ = 0.375 δ = 0.4
80 21.863306 24.915260 24.976614 25.027902 25.069876 25.111850
90 14.192920 17.557159 17.642500 17.716152 17.777261 17.826650
0.7 100 8.433319 11.658732 11.763494 11.855805 11.937080 12.008392
110 4.610115 7.323857 7.419200 7.505696 7.584332 7.655917
120 2.340649 4.388088 4.461086 4.528415 4.590715 4.648509
80 21.863306 24.413041 24.461614 24.502359 24.535824 24.562465
90 14.192920 16.971327 17.042771 17.102312 17.151369 17.191092
0.75 100 8.433319 11.068954 11.153606 11.228165 11.293773 11.351277
110 4.610115 6.795979 6.871529 6.940045 7.002328 7.059024
120 2.340649 3.961005 4.017182 4.068960 4.116847 4.161254
80 21.863306 23.978925 24.015884 24.046793 24.072623 24.093095
90 14.192920 16.460432 16.515688 16.561971 16.599950 16.637928
0.8 100 8.433319 10.550108 10.615925 10.673867 10.724815 10.769450
110 4.610115 6.334742 6.392341 6.444561 6.492021 6.535217
120 2.340649 3.593138 3.634750 3.673067 3.708480 3.741303
80 21.863306 23.600912 23.627306 23.649718 23.668011 23.682801
90 14.192920 16.009002 16.049189 16.082902 16.110600 16.132948
0.85 100 8.433319 10.090335 10.138400 10.180697 10.217885 10.250410
110 4.610115 5.928580 5.969855 6.007242 6.041210 6.072103
120 2.340649 3.273687 3.302650 3.329292 3.353907 3.376674
80 21.863306 23.269595 23.286368 23.300569 23.312375 23.321828
90 14.192920 15.607657 15.633641 15.655484 15.673467 15.687929
0.9 100 8.433319 9.680301 9.711574 9.739050 9.763198 9.784325
110 4.610115 5.568454 5.594790 5.618609 5.640256 5.659947
120 2.340649 2.994281 3.012224 3.028721 3.043939 3.058016
80 21.863306 22.977500 22.985434 22.992499 22.997950 23.002511
90 14.192920 15.248803 15.261410 15.272101 15.280788 15.287824
0.95 100 8.433319 9.312573 9.327837 9.341261 9.353045 9.363348
110 4.610115 5.247183 5.259796 5.271212 5.281574 5.290996
120 2.340649 2.748291 2.756642 2.764317 2.771390 2.777924
80 21.863306 22.718622 22.718622 22.718622 22.718622 22.718622
90 14.192920 14.926291 14.926291 14.926291 14.926291 14.926291
1 100 8.433319 8.981136 8.981136 8.981136 8.981136 8.981136
110 4.610115 4.958994 4.958994 4.958994 4.958994 4.958994
120 2.340649 2.530452 2.530452 2.530452 2.530452 2.530452
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Table 5: Sensitivity of the call option prices (writer’s position in the aggregated
model) to the elevation of the weighting function, for different values of γ (cur-
vature), with γ+ = γ−. Parameters of the value function: a = b = 0.988, and
λ = 1.25. Option parameters: S0 = 100, X ∈ [80, 120], r = 0.01, σ = 0.2, T = 1.
BS is the Black-Scholes price with γ = 1, a= b= 1, and λ = 1
γ X BS δ = 0.3 δ = 0.325 δ = 0.35 δ = 0.375 δ = 0.4
80 21.863306 25.861804 25.930944 25.988828 26.036219 26.074269
90 14.192920 18.375361 18.469813 18.548712 18.614281 18.668483
0.7 100 8.433319 12.310931 12.421032 12.518220 12.603955 12.679400
110 4.610115 7.791825 7.892499 7.983881 8.066999 8.142708
120 2.340649 4.691004 4.768755 4.840462 4.906815 4.968370
80 21.863306 25.323377 28.769214 25.424061 25.462671 25.493051
90 14.192920 17.760254 17.836616 17.900430 17.953246 17.996689
0.75 100 8.433319 11.689715 11.778632 11.857081 11.926238 11.987037
110 4.610115 7.232977 7.312788 7.385192 7.451040 7.511013
120 2.340649 4.235866 4.295745 4.350933 4.401975 4.449310
80 21.863306 24.857056 24.899117 24.934613 24.963909 24.987339
90 14.192920 17.220517 17.279811 17.329465 17.370435 17.403975
0.8 100 8.433319 11.143085 11.212178 11.273111 11.326790 11.373978
110 4.610115 6.744468 6.805333 6.860532 6.910721 6.956425
120 2.340649 3.843586 3.887971 3.928843 3.966617 4.001664
80 21.863306 24.450214 24.480395 24.505956 24.527147 24.544117
90 14.192920 16.743524 16.786701 16.822945 16.852836 16.877183
0.85 100 8.433319 10.658564 10.708998 10.753456 10.792601 10.826957
110 4.610115 6.314100 6.357708 6.397240 6.433172 6.465887
120 2.340649 3.502736 3.533652 3.562092 3.588348 3.612669
80 21.863306 24.092922 24.112224 24.128597 24.142215 24.153465
90 14.192920 16.319305 16.347255 16.370808 16.390215 16.405965
0.9 100 8.433319 10.226395 10.259137 10.288021 10.313479 10.335729
110 4.610115 5.932349 5.960175 5.985386 6.008335 6.029138
120 2.340649 3.204441 3.223622 3.241243 3.257496 3.272572
80 21.863306 23.777274 23.786636 23.794516 23.801080 23.806389
90 14.192920 15.939886 15.953469 15.964937 15.974406 15.982024
0.95 100 8.433319 9.838641 9.854479 9.868740 9.880972 9.892003
110 4.610115 5.591649 5.604989 5.617067 5.628034 5.638013
120 2.340649 2.941706 2.950649 2.958852 2.966445 2.973393
80 21.863306 23.497214 23.497214 23.497214 23.497214 23.497214
90 14.192920 15.598806 15.598806 15.598806 15.598806 15.598806
1 100 8.433319 9.489099 9.489099 9.489099 9.489099 9.489099
110 4.610115 5.285913 5.285913 5.285913 5.285913 5.285913
120 2.340649 2.708953 2.708953 2.708953 2.708953 2.708953
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Table 6: Sensitivity of the put option prices (writer’s position in the aggregated
model) to the elevation of the weighting function, for different values of γ (cur-
vature), with γ+ = γ−. Parameters of the value function: a = b = 0.976, and
λ = 1.125. Option parameters: S0 = 100, X ∈ [80, 120], r= 0.01, σ = 0.2, T = 1.
BS is the Black-Scholes price with γ = 1, a= b= 1, and λ = 1
γ X BS δ = 0.3 δ = 0.325 δ = 0.35 δ = 0.375 δ = 0.4
80 1.067293 1.950139 1.984390 2.016064 2.045450 2.072786
90 3.297405 4.818069 4.877687 4.931473 4.980092 5.024074
0.7 100 7.438302 9.401855 9.472155 9.533033 9.585377 9.630052
110 13.515596 15.542022 15.591561 15.632406 15.665773 15.691992
120 21.146629 22.883593 22.905272 22.923219 22.937835 22.949424
80 1.067293 1.765543 1.791986 1.816419 1.839077 1.860147
90 3.297405 4.536561 4.584629 4.628010 4.667236 4.702735
0.75 100 7.438302 9.075300 9.133168 9.183436 9.226659 9.263529
110 13.515596 15.242759 15.282934 15.316223 15.343316 15.364748
120 21.146629 22.668919 22.685685 22.699886 22.710957 22.719998
80 1.067293 1.604601 1.624224 1.642338 1.659123 1.674723
90 3.297405 4.285593 4.322828 4.356434 4.386828 4.414343
0.8 100 7.438302 8.782374 8.828068 8.867910 8.902176 8.931395
110 13.515596 14.975948 15.007206 15.033155 15.054323 15.071109
120 21.146629 22.482180 22.494615 22.504952 22.513418 22.520176
80 1.067293 1.463376 1.477047 1.489650 1.501316 1.512149
90 3.297405 4.060563 4.087622 4.112043 4.134131 4.154130
0.85 100 7.438302 8.518258 8.552065 8.581657 8.607131 8.628846
110 13.515596 14.736777 14.759567 14.778516 14.794006 14.806321
120 21.146629 22.318861 22.327500 22.334479 22.340598 22.345327
80 1.067293 1.338737 1.347212 1.355014 1.362228 1.368919
90 3.297405 3.857746 3.875238 3.891021 3.905296 3.918220
0.9 100 7.438302 8.279023 8.301245 8.320775 8.337612 8.351957
110 13.515596 14.521333 14.536099 14.548338 14.558460 14.566483
120 21.146629 22.176408 22.180662 22.185106 22.188762 22.191461
80 1.067293 1.228160 1.232105 1.235731 1.239078 1.242180
90 3.297405 3.674096 3.682582 3.690237 3.697159 3.703425
0.95 100 7.438302 8.061430 8.072381 8.082043 8.090392 8.097500
110 13.515596 14.326404 14.333578 14.339557 14.344439 14.348379
120 21.146629 22.048639 22.051105 22.052927 22.054859 22.056225
80 1.067293 1.129592 1.129592 1.129592 1.129592 1.129592
90 3.297405 3.507094 3.507094 3.507094 3.507094 3.507094
1 100 7.438302 7.862781 7.862781 7.862781 7.862781 7.862781
110 13.515596 14.149325 14.149325 14.149325 14.149325 14.149325
120 21.146629 21.936370 21.936370 21.936370 21.936370 21.936370
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Table 7: Sensitivity of the put option prices (writer’s position in the aggregated
model) to the elevation of the weighting function, for different values of γ (cur-
vature), with γ+ = γ−. Parameters of the value function: a = b = 0.988, and
λ = 1.125. Option parameters: S0 = 100, X ∈ [80, 120], r= 0.01, σ = 0.2, T = 1.
BS is the Black-Scholes price with γ = 1, a= b= 1, and λ = 1
γ X BS δ = 0.3 δ = 0.325 δ = 0.35 δ = 0.375 δ = 0.4
80 1.067293 1.985795 2.020189 2.051987 2.081484 2.108919
90 3.297405 4.864164 4.923609 4.977236 5.025707 5.069552
0.7 100 7.438302 9.444568 9.514460 9.574955 9.626962 9.671343
110 13.515596 15.570631 15.619871 15.660506 15.693426 15.719327
120 21.146629 22.894149 22.915655 22.933419 22.948091 22.959261
80 1.067293 1.799193 1.825764 1.850312 1.873073 1.894237
90 3.297405 4.581145 4.629085 4.672346 4.711462 4.746860
0.75 100 7.438302 9.116706 9.174167 9.224124 9.267072 9.303703
110 13.515596 15.269770 15.310232 15.342763 15.369598 15.390777
120 21.146629 22.677954 22.694594 22.708369 22.719591 22.728496
80 1.067293 1.636394 1.656127 1.674340 1.691214 1.706895
90 3.297405 4.328761 4.365903 4.399424 4.429739 4.457182
0.8 100 7.438302 8.822371 8.867826 8.907425 8.941479 8.970510
110 13.515596 15.001460 15.032559 15.058327 15.079303 15.095902
120 21.146629 22.489834 22.502181 22.512421 22.520785 22.527350
80 1.067293 1.493448 1.507203 1.519885 1.531622 1.542520
90 3.297405 4.102400 4.129397 4.153761 4.175797 4.195747
0.85 100 7.438302 8.557003 8.590642 8.620060 8.645377 8.666953
110 13.515596 14.760884 14.783570 14.802394 14.817750 14.829920
120 21.146629 22.325260 22.333841 22.340968 22.346804 22.351466
80 1.067293 1.367208 1.375742 1.383598 1.390861 1.397598
90 3.297405 3.898330 3.915785 3.931534 3.945778 3.958675
0.9 100 7.438302 8.316581 8.338699 8.358118 8.374851 8.389107
110 13.515596 14.544124 14.558873 14.571046 14.581031 14.588945
120 21.146629 22.180590 22.185886 22.190290 22.193905 22.196802
80 1.067293 1.255140 1.259116 1.262770 1.266143 1.269268
90 3.297405 3.713499 3.721968 3.729608 3.736517 3.742771
0.95 100 7.438302 8.097863 8.108766 8.118374 8.126671 8.133737
110 13.515596 14.347961 14.355138 14.361053 14.365919 14.369796
120 21.146629 22.052862 22.055312 22.057351 22.059028 22.060376
80 1.067293 1.155185 1.155185 1.155185 1.155185 1.155185
90 3.297405 3.545382 3.545382 3.545382 3.545382 3.545382
1 100 7.438302 7.898146 7.898146 7.898146 7.898146 7.898146
110 13.515596 14.169725 14.169725 14.169725 14.169725 14.169725
120 21.146629 21.939648 21.939648 21.939648 21.939648 21.939648
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Table 8: Sensitivity of the put option prices (writer’s position in the aggregated
model) to the elevation of the weighting function, for different values of γ (cur-
vature), with γ+ = γ−. Parameters of the value function: a = b = 0.976, and
λ = 1.25. Option parameters: S0 = 100, X ∈ [80, 120], r = 0.01, σ = 0.2, T = 1.
BS is the Black-Scholes price with γ = 1, a= b= 1, and λ = 1
γ X BS δ = 0.3 δ = 0.325 δ = 0.35 δ = 0.375 δ = 0.4
80 1.067293 2.126384 2.163094 2.197028 2.228503 2.257777
90 3.297405 5.173926 5.236501 5.292969 5.344031 5.390247
0.7 100 7.438302 9.951707 10.024905 10.076129 10.142944 10.189754
110 13.515596 16.257373 16.311567 16.356527 16.393093 16.421937
120 21.146629 23.723414 23.751460 23.774928 23.794214 23.809750
80 1.067293 1.927037 1.955422 1.981643 2.005954 2.028557
90 3.297405 4.874618 4.925103 4.970675 5.011898 5.049224
0.75 100 7.438302 9.606455 9.666776 9.643248 9.764192 9.802801
110 13.515596 15.937467 15.981545 16.018218 16.048142 16.071818
120 21.146629 23.484628 23.506048 23.524592 23.539896 23.552173
80 1.067293 1.753008 1.774104 1.793575 1.811615 1.828376
90 3.297405 4.607578 4.646707 4.682033 4.713994 4.742940
0.8 100 7.438302 9.296604 9.344289 9.385746 9.421484 9.452063
110 13.515596 15.652019 15.686409 15.715095 15.738573 15.757214
120 21.146629 23.274757 23.291436 23.305494 23.317145 23.326535
80 1.067293 1.600112 1.614830 1.628398 1.640955 1.652614
90 3.297405 4.367960 4.396412 4.422097 4.445338 4.466390
0.85 100 7.438302 9.017102 9.052417 9.083218 9.109773 9.132484
110 13.515596 15.395949 15.421091 15.442109 15.459360 15.473104
120 21.146629 23.090960 23.102766 23.113222 23.121066 23.127795
80 1.067293 1.465017 1.474154 1.482565 1.490341 1.497554
90 3.297405 4.151841 4.170244 4.186854 4.201884 4.215497
0.9 100 7.438302 8.763826 8.787061 8.807400 8.824943 8.839940
110 13.515596 15.165126 15.181753 15.195139 15.206396 15.215393
120 21.146629 22.928683 22.936119 22.942428 22.947696 22.951884
80 1.067293 1.345033 1.349292 1.353207 1.356820 1.360168
90 3.297405 3.956014 3.964948 3.973008 3.980301 3.986905
0.95 100 7.438302 8.533376 8.544837 8.554907 8.563602 8.571030
110 13.515596 14.956152 14.964107 14.970782 14.976288 14.980701
120 21.146629 22.784784 22.788296 22.791284 22.793788 22.795796
80 1.067293 1.237972 1.237972 1.237972 1.237972 1.237972
90 3.297405 3.777827 3.777827 3.777827 3.777827 3.777827
1 100 7.438302 8.322919 8.322919 8.322919 8.322919 8.322919
110 13.515596 14.766208 14.766208 14.766208 14.766208 14.766208
120 21.146629 22.656664 22.656664 22.656664 22.656664 22.656664
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Table 9: Sensitivity of the call option prices (holder’s position in the aggregated
model) to the elevation of the weighting function, for different values of γ (cur-
vature), with γ+ = γ−. Parameters of the value function: a = b = 0.976, and
λ = 1.125. Option parameters: S0 = 100, X ∈ [80, 120], r= 0.01, σ = 0.2, T = 1.
BS is the Black-Scholes price with γ = 1, a= b= 1, and λ = 1
γ X BS δ = 0.3 δ = 0.325 δ = 0.35 δ = 0.375 δ = 0.4
80 21.863306 22.681439 22.725841 22.761584 22.792778 22.816570
90 14.192920 15.567518 15.642843 15.705574 15.756829 15.797857
0.7 100 8.433319 10.027595 10.121590 10.204082 10.276384 10.339428
110 4.610115 6.101676 6.185452 6.261400 6.330390 6.393125
120 2.340649 3.549761 3.611752 3.668963 3.721951 3.771070
80 21.863306 22.270943 22.305482 22.334201 22.357680 22.376281
90 14.192920 15.068153 15.128783 15.179035 15.220300 15.261565
0.75 100 8.433319 9.518055 9.594112 9.660844 9.719276 9.770223
110 4.610115 5.652979 5.719279 5.779372 5.833955 5.883588
120 2.340649 3.196096 3.243645 3.287493 3.328061 3.365718
80 21.863306 21.918247 21.944072 21.965593 21.983183 21.997157
90 14.192920 14.630805 14.677433 14.716373 14.748296 14.773736
0.8 100 8.433319 9.070215 9.129396 9.181359 9.226781 9.266407
110 4.610115 5.261548 5.312037 5.357784 5.399328 5.437100
120 2.340649 2.892302 2.927412 2.959757 2.989681 3.017371
80 21.863306 21.615966 21.631089 21.646213 21.658592 21.668437
90 14.192920 14.244942 14.278685 14.307181 14.330041 14.348521
0.85 100 8.433319 8.673711 8.716960 8.754919 8.788124 8.817033
110 4.610115 4.917394 4.953518 4.986232 5.015962 5.042925
120 2.340649 2.629184 2.653548 2.675963 2.696664 2.715837
80 21.863306 21.346984 21.358268 21.367572 21.375510 21.381800
90 14.192920 13.902279 13.923998 13.942337 13.957109 13.969040
0.9 100 8.433319 8.320447 8.348562 8.373265 8.394867 8.413656
110 4.610115 4.612708 4.635737 4.656590 4.675459 4.692635
120 2.340649 2.399613 2.414675 2.428512 2.441274 2.453084
80 21.863306 21.113882 21.119194 21.123630 21.127204 21.130172
90 14.192920 13.595494 13.606695 13.615481 13.622708 13.628490
0.95 100 8.433319 8.003913 8.017631 8.029705 8.040257 8.050808
110 4.610115 4.341292 4.352310 4.362275 4.371311 4.379519
120 2.340649 2.197991 2.204989 2.211407 2.217319 2.222782
80 21.863306 20.908512 20.908512 20.908512 20.908512 20.908512
90 14.192920 13.321362 13.321362 13.321362 13.321362 13.321362
1 100 8.433319 7.718852 7.718852 7.718852 7.718852 7.718852
110 4.610115 4.098165 4.098165 4.098165 4.098165 4.098165
120 2.340649 2.019864 2.019864 2.019864 2.019864 2.019864
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Table 10: Sensitivity of the call option prices (holder’s position in the aggre-
gated model) to the elevation of the weighting function, for different values of γ
(curvature), with γ+ = γ−. Parameters of the value function: a = b = 0.988, and
λ = 1.125. Option parameters: S0 = 100, X ∈ [80, 120], r= 0.01, σ = 0.2, T = 1.
BS is the Black-Scholes price with γ = 1, a= b= 1, and λ = 1
γ X BS δ = 0.3 δ = 0.325 δ = 0.35 δ = 0.375 δ = 0.4
80 21.863306 22.743531 22.787917 22.824725 22.854658 22.878310
90 14.192920 15.644711 15.720249 15.782384 15.828295 15.874205
0.7 100 8.433319 10.114173 10.207972 10.290293 10.362419 10.425361
110 4.610115 6.186511 6.270402 6.346439 6.415510 6.478316
120 2.340649 3.622682 3.685075 3.742657 3.795955 3.845406
80 21.863306 22.328116 22.362669 22.391410 22.414753 22.433260
90 14.192920 15.140506 15.201050 15.251131 15.292050 15.324958
0.75 100 8.433319 9.600081 9.675980 9.742557 9.800866 9.852091
110 4.610115 5.733044 5.799441 5.859633 5.914278 5.963977
120 2.340649 3.263797 3.311692 3.355864 3.396702 3.434590
80 21.863306 21.971085 21.996939 22.018449 22.036000 22.049927
90 14.192920 14.698845 14.745415 14.784384 14.815921 14.841352
0.8 100 8.433319 9.148151 9.207223 9.259043 9.304397 9.343911
110 4.610115 5.337369 5.387942 5.433609 5.475371 5.513202
120 2.340649 2.955381 2.990765 3.023357 3.052382 3.081407
80 21.863306 21.661963 21.680122 21.695249 21.707608 21.717418
90 14.192920 14.309116 14.342832 14.370976 14.394032 14.412599
0.85 100 8.433319 8.748010 8.791189 8.829049 8.862183 8.891031
110 4.610115 4.989416 5.025604 5.058376 5.088127 5.115172
120 2.340649 2.688128 2.712697 2.735298 2.755398 2.775498
80 21.863306 21.392565 21.403915 21.413377 21.421122 21.427274
90 14.192920 13.962965 13.984682 14.002821 14.017700 14.029584
0.9 100 8.433319 8.391452 8.419513 8.444161 8.465712 8.484465
110 4.610115 4.681303 4.704365 4.725238 4.744179 4.761387
120 2.340649 2.454839 2.470036 2.483996 2.496872 2.508785
80 21.863306 21.157854 21.162647 21.166179 21.169822 21.172715
90 14.192920 13.653729 13.664225 13.673001 13.680218 13.685959
0.95 100 8.433319 8.071922 8.085633 8.097663 8.108192 8.117347
110 4.610115 4.406781 4.417821 4.427807 4.436863 4.445089
120 2.340649 2.249855 2.256920 2.263399 2.269366 2.274883
80 21.863306 20.948292 20.948292 20.948292 20.948292 20.948292
90 14.192920 13.376023 13.376023 13.376023 13.376023 13.376023
1 100 8.433319 7.784128 7.784128 7.784128 7.784128 7.784128
110 4.610115 4.160821 4.160821 4.160821 4.160821 4.160821
120 2.340649 2.068673 2.068673 2.068673 2.068673 2.068673
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Table 11: Sensitivity of the call option prices (holder’s position in the aggregated
model) to the elevation of the weighting function, for different values of γ (cur-
vature), with γ+ = γ−. Parameters of the value function: a = b = 0.976, and
λ = 1.25. Option parameters: S0 = 100, X ∈ [80, 120], r = 0.01, σ = 0.2, T = 1.
BS is the Black-Scholes price with γ = 1, a= b= 1, and λ = 1
γ X BS δ = 0.3 δ = 0.325 δ = 0.35 δ = 0.375 δ = 0.4
80 21.863306 21.732672 21.769259 21.799369 21.823676 21.843045
90 14.192920 14.745360 14.814477 14.871852 14.918620 14.955785
0.7 100 8.433319 9.377297 9.466401 9.544467 9.612712 9.672103
110 4.610115 5.636931 5.715678 5.787053 5.851858 5.910762
120 2.340649 3.246649 3.304167 3.357280 3.406415 3.452059
80 21.863306 21.359127 21.387244 21.410386 21.428894 21.443729
90 14.192920 14.279164 14.334517 14.380596 14.418031 14.447839
0.75 100 8.433319 8.899768 8.971886 9.035078 9.090290 9.138303
110 4.610115 5.219346 5.281610 5.338055 5.389335 5.435890
120 2.340649 2.920782 2.964847 3.005489 3.043119 3.077982
80 21.863306 21.039217 21.059979 21.077064 21.090856 21.101672
90 14.192920 13.871075 13.913677 13.949099 13.978015 14.001001
0.8 100 8.433319 8.480210 8.536327 8.585535 8.628537 8.665851
110 4.610115 4.855242 4.902657 4.945607 4.984596 5.019943
120 2.340649 2.641147 2.673646 2.703589 2.731270 2.756932
80 21.863306 20.763222 20.780662 20.789438 20.798775 20.806464
90 14.192920 13.511183 13.540749 13.567630 13.588455 13.605082
0.85 100 8.433319 8.108895 8.149906 8.185863 8.217278 8.244558
110 4.610115 4.535341 4.569246 4.599945 4.627803 4.653116
120 2.340649 2.399202 2.421705 2.442433 2.461576 2.479307
80 21.863306 20.523560 20.532425 20.539711 20.545583 20.550180
90 14.192920 13.191711 13.211485 13.227935 13.241376 13.252072
0.9 100 8.433319 7.778168 7.804790 7.828220 7.848664 7.866408
110 4.610115 4.252292 4.273886 4.293456 4.311147 4.327245
120 2.340649 2.188247 2.202160 2.214939 2.226728 2.237636
80 21.863306 20.315503 20.318332 20.321698 20.324408 20.326528
90 14.192920 12.906642 12.915987 12.923830 12.930406 12.935570
0.95 100 8.433319 7.481910 7.494918 7.506343 7.516337 7.525005
110 4.610115 4.000295 4.010628 4.019972 4.028438 4.036126
120 2.340649 2.003147 2.009605 2.015527 2.020981 2.026023
80 21.863306 20.130439 20.130439 20.130439 20.130439 20.130439
90 14.192920 12.650421 12.650421 12.650421 12.650421 12.650421
1 100 8.433319 7.215178 7.215178 7.215178 7.215178 7.215178
110 4.610115 3.774689 3.774689 3.774689 3.774689 3.774689
120 2.340649 1.839746 1.839746 1.839746 1.839746 1.839746
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Table 12: Sensitivity of the put option prices (holder’s position in the aggregated
model) to the elevation of the weighting function, for different values of γ (cur-
vature), with γ+ = γ−. Parameters of the value function: a = b = 0.976, and
λ = 1.125. Option parameters: S0 = 100, X ∈ [80, 120], r= 0.01, σ = 0.2, T = 1.
BS is the Black-Scholes price with γ = 1, a= b= 1, and λ = 1
γ X BS δ = 0.3 δ = 0.325 δ = 0.35 δ = 0.375 δ = 0.4
80 1.067293 1.598390 1.627460 1.654361 1.679334 1.702577
90 3.297405 4.079989 4.132958 4.180724 4.223867 4.262854
0.7 100 7.438302 8.223892 8.287030 8.342020 8.389100 8.428952
110 13.515596 13.972983 14.013135 14.044625 14.069601 14.089418
120 21.146629 21.015280 21.022472 21.027758 21.031353 21.034207
80 1.067293 1.444091 1.466457 1.487136 1.506322 1.524170
90 3.297405 3.836487 3.879139 3.917609 3.952370 3.983795
0.75 100 7.438302 7.937775 7.989638 8.035000 8.073930 8.106869
110 13.515596 13.719600 13.750507 13.776118 13.796387 13.812205
120 21.146629 20.854450 20.859164 20.862487 20.864758 20.866244
80 1.067293 1.309933 1.326477 1.341757 1.355922 1.369089
90 3.297405 3.619770 3.652765 3.682527 3.709424 3.733748
0.8 100 7.438302 7.681350 7.722224 7.758120 7.789020 7.815160
110 13.515596 13.492848 13.516921 13.536485 13.552131 13.564424
120 21.146629 20.716558 20.719384 20.721240 20.722389 20.723038
80 1.067293 1.192512 1.204003 1.214600 1.224412 1.233526
90 3.297405 3.425763 3.449711 3.471311 3.490830 3.508484
0.85 100 7.438302 7.450329 7.480516 7.507130 7.530118 7.549569
110 13.515596 13.289924 13.307347 13.321523 13.332809 13.341629
120 21.146629 20.597755 20.599223 20.599999 20.600455 20.600562
80 1.067293 1.089129 1.096233 1.102774 1.108822 1.114432
90 3.297405 3.251175 3.266636 3.280579 3.293176 3.304570
0.9 100 7.438302 7.241221 7.261071 7.278564 7.293760 7.306629
110 13.515596 13.107984 13.118619 13.127711 13.134976 13.140639
120 21.146629 20.494963 20.495542 20.495756 20.495732 20.495548
80 1.067293 0.997617 1.000915 1.003947 1.006745 1.009337
90 3.297405 3.093318 3.100809 3.107563 3.113663 3.119181
0.95 100 7.438302 7.051152 7.060902 7.069546 7.077091 7.083476
110 13.515596 12.942512 12.947918 12.952293 12.955795 12.958519
120 21.146629 20.405689 20.405795 20.406019 20.405600 20.405408
80 1.067293 0.916216 0.916216 0.916216 0.916216 0.916216
90 3.297405 2.949971 2.949971 2.949971 2.949971 2.949971
1 100 7.438302 6.877734 6.877734 6.877734 6.877734 6.877734
110 13.515596 12.792906 12.792906 12.792906 12.792906 12.792906
120 21.146629 20.327902 20.327902 20.327902 20.327902 20.327902
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Table 13: Sensitivity of the put option prices (holder’s position in the aggregated
model) to the elevation of the weighting function, for different values of γ (cur-
vature), with γ+ = γ−. Parameters of the value function: a = b = 0.988, and
λ = 1.125. Option parameters: S0 = 100, X ∈ [80, 120], r= 0.01, σ = 0.2, T = 1.
BS is the Black-Scholes price with γ = 1, a= b= 1, and λ = 1
γ X BS δ = 0.3 δ = 0.325 δ = 0.35 δ = 0.375 δ = 0.4
80 1.067293 1.632161 1.661429 1.688506 1.713639 1.737025
90 3.297405 4.127799 4.180701 4.228401 4.271482 4.310411
0.7 100 7.438302 8.272999 8.335887 8.390604 8.437431 8.477066
110 13.515596 14.012384 14.051048 14.082425 14.107467 14.126998
120 21.146629 21.036261 21.043574 21.048205 21.052836 21.055545
80 1.067293 1.475775 1.498310 1.519142 1.538466 1.556441
90 3.297405 3.882545 3.925151 3.963579 3.998299 4.029686
0.75 100 7.438302 7.985223 8.036896 8.082047 8.120771 8.153534
110 13.515596 13.755683 13.786816 13.812084 13.832257 13.847946
120 21.146629 20.873492 20.878315 20.881628 20.884079 20.885627
80 1.067293 1.339704 1.356388 1.371793 1.386071 1.399342
90 3.297405 3.664200 3.697168 3.726904 3.753776 3.778077
0.8 100 7.438302 7.727248 7.768061 7.803725 7.834465 7.860467
110 13.515596 13.527167 13.551222 13.570740 13.586323 13.598447
120 21.146629 20.733854 20.736775 20.738711 20.739929 20.740634
80 1.067293 1.220528 1.232124 1.242816 1.252715 1.261909
90 3.297405 3.468678 3.492611 3.514197 3.533703 3.551346
0.85 100 7.438302 7.494779 7.524875 7.551379 7.574252 7.593601
110 13.515596 13.322611 13.340031 13.354155 13.365283 13.374260
120 21.146629 20.613478 20.615020 20.615920 20.616372 20.616527
80 1.067293 1.115527 1.122701 1.129306 1.135413 1.141078
90 3.297405 3.292675 3.308131 3.322066 3.334659 3.346048
0.9 100 7.438302 7.284242 7.304073 7.321536 7.336659 7.349460
110 13.515596 13.138587 13.149795 13.158883 13.166123 13.171759
120 21.146629 20.509266 20.509896 20.510136 20.510171 20.510041
80 1.067293 1.022522 1.025855 1.028918 1.031746 1.034365
90 3.297405 3.133494 3.140985 3.147738 3.153836 3.159352
0.95 100 7.438302 7.092975 7.102711 7.111328 7.118824 7.125176
110 13.515596 12.972282 12.977692 12.982065 12.985560 12.988271
120 21.146629 20.418710 20.418842 20.418815 20.418691 20.418644
80 1.067293 0.939740 0.939740 0.939740 0.939740 0.939740
90 3.297405 2.988908 2.988908 2.988908 2.988908 2.988908
1 100 7.438302 6.918363 6.918363 6.918363 6.918363 6.918363
110 13.515596 12.821369 12.821369 12.821369 12.821369 12.821369
120 21.146629 20.339763 20.339763 20.339763 20.339763 20.339763
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Table 14: Sensitivity of the put option prices (holder’s position in the aggregated
model) to the elevation of the weighting function, for different values of γ (cur-
vature), with γ+ = γ−. Parameters of the value function: a = b = 0.976, and
λ = 1.25. Option parameters: S0 = 100, X ∈ [80, 120], r = 0.01, σ = 0.2, T = 1.
BS is the Black-Scholes price with γ = 1, a= b= 1, and λ = 1
γ X BS δ = 0.3 δ = 0.325 δ = 0.35 δ = 0.375 δ = 0.4
80 1.067293 1.459005 1.485914 1.510823 1.533953 1.555484
90 3.297405 3.776014 3.826030 3.871124 3.911842 3.948621
0.7 100 7.438302 7.722118 7.781866 7.834035 7.878737 7.916432
110 13.515596 13.290047 13.322624 13.351765 13.372524 13.389001
120 21.146629 20.186118 20.186885 20.186545 20.185532 20.181487
80 1.067293 1.317041 1.337716 1.356835 1.374578 1.391085
90 3.297405 3.548618 3.588868 3.625166 3.657952 3.687579
0.75 100 7.438302 7.453349 7.502393 7.545393 7.582366 7.613547
110 13.515596 13.054244 13.081381 13.103115 13.120239 13.133387
120 21.146629 20.048508 20.047881 20.046507 20.044741 20.042867
80 1.067293 1.193750 1.209022 1.223130 1.236210 1.248371
90 3.297405 3.346384 3.377503 3.405567 3.430921 3.453838
0.8 100 7.438302 7.212544 7.251172 7.285174 7.314518 7.339279
110 13.515596 12.844569 12.865431 12.882107 12.895224 12.905237
120 21.146629 19.931690 19.930261 19.928359 19.926265 19.924202
80 1.067293 1.085954 1.096548 1.106320 1.115369 1.123774
90 3.297405 3.165468 3.188041 3.208396 3.226785 3.243409
0.85 100 7.438302 6.995654 7.024167 7.049359 7.071181 7.089618
110 13.515596 12.657075 12.672107 12.684094 12.693502 12.700700
120 21.146629 19.832105 19.830399 19.828420 19.826377 19.824437
80 1.067293 0.991141 0.997683 1.003707 1.009277 1.014444
90 3.297405 3.002768 3.017335 3.030466 3.042326 3.053049
0.9 100 7.438302 6.799384 6.818088 6.834672 6.849089 6.861292
110 13.515596 12.489434 12.498189 12.505844 12.511836 12.516409
120 21.146629 19.746913 19.745390 19.743733 19.742081 19.740546
80 1.067293 0.907290 0.910324 0.913113 0.915687 0.918072
90 3.297405 2.855753 2.862809 2.869165 2.874905 2.880095
0.95 100 7.438302 6.621024 6.630177 6.638409 6.645549 6.651608
110 13.515596 12.330813 12.341039 12.344601 12.347562 12.349738
120 21.146629 19.672287 19.672924 19.671901 19.670942 19.670062
80 1.067293 0.832772 0.832772 0.832772 0.832772 0.832772
90 3.297405 2.722333 2.722333 2.722333 2.722333 2.722333
1 100 7.438302 6.458320 6.458320 6.458320 6.458320 6.458320
110 13.515596 12.198465 12.198465 12.198465 12.198465 12.198465
120 21.146629 19.610962 19.610962 19.610962 19.610962 19.610962
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